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ABSTRACT: Nanostructured solid electrolytes containing
ion-conducting domains and rigid nonconducting domains are
obtained by block copolymer self-assembly. Here, we report
on the synthesis and characteristics of mixtures of a hybrid
diblock copolymer with an organic and inorganic block:
poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(acryloisobutyl polyhedral oligo-
meric silsesquioxane) (PEO−POSS) and a lithium salt. In the
neat state, PEO−POSS exhibits a classical order-to-disorder
transition upon heating. Dilute electrolytes exhibit a dramatic
reversal; a disorder-to-order transition upon heating is
obtained, indicating that the addition of salt fundamentally
changes interactions between the organic and inorganic
chains. At higher salt concentrations, the electrolytes primarily form a lamellar phase. Coexisting lamellae and cylinders are
found at intermediate salt concentrations and high temperatures. The conductivity and shear modulus of PEO−POSS are
significantly higher than that of an all-organic block copolymer electrolyte with similar molecular weight and morphology,
demonstrating that organic−inorganic block copolymers provide a promising route for developing the next generation of solid
electrolytes for lithium batteries.

Polymer electrolytes offer increased stability in lithium
batteries in comparison to more widely used liquid

electrolytes.1−4 Nanostructured electrolytes containing both
soft, ion-conducting domains and rigid nonconducting
domains offer the opportunity to tune both mechanical and
electrical properties separately. Such electrolytes are conven-
iently made by block copolymer self-assembly.5−7 Most of the
block copolymer electrolytes studied thus far comprise organic
polymer chains for both the conducting and rigid domains.
Nanostructured hybrid materials are often made via block
copolymer self-assembly, either using the domain structure of
block copolymers as a template for synthesizing confined
inorganic domains or by attaching molecular structures such as
polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS) to a polymer-
izable monomer unit.8−19 While such nanocomposites have
been studied extensively, we are not aware of any
quantification of the thermodynamic interactions between
polymers wherein one of the components contains an
inorganic moiety. A fundamental understanding of self-
assembly in such systems begins with the quantification of
these interactions.
In this paper we report on the synthesis and characterization

of a poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(acryloisobutyl polyhedral
oligomeric silsesquioxane) (PEO−POSS) diblock copolymer.

The block copolymer was synthesized by nitroxide-mediated
radical polymerization of a POSS containing monomer
(acryloisobutyl POSS) using functionalized PEO as the
macroinitiator. Our synthetic procedure is given in the
Supporting Information and the chemical structure of PEO−
POSS is shown in Figure 1a. PEO and POSS blocks are 5 and
1.9 kg mol−1, respectively. The density of PEO and POSS
homopolymers at 120 °C was measured to be 1.05 and 1.30 g
cm−3, as described in the Supporting Information. The volume
fraction of the PEO block, ϕEO, based on these measurements
is 0.77. Electrolytes were prepared by mixing lithium
bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide (LiTFSI) salt into the
block copolymer.
Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) profiles of neat PEO−

POSS at selected temperatures between 85 and 132 °C (both
blocks are amorphous in this temperature range) are shown in
Figure 1b where scattering intensity, I, is plotted as a function
of the magnitude of the scattering vector, q. At 85 °C we
obtain a primary scattering peak at q = q* = 0.32 nm−1 and a
second order scattering peak at 2q*. This is a standard
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signature of a lamellar phase. The center-to-center distance
between adjacent PEO lamellae, d, given by d = 2π/q*, is 19.6
nm. This morphology persists until 122 °C. At 127 °C, the
intensity of the primary scattering peak diminishes significantly
and the second order peak disappears. This SAXS profile
indicates the presence of disordered concentration fluctuations.
It is evident that neat PEO−POSS exhibits an order-to-
disorder transition upon heating at 125 ± 3 °C. This behavior,
that is qualitatively similar to that of most organic block
copolymers, suggests that PEO and POSS chains exhibit
repulsive interactions.20−22 At low temperatures, these
interactions dominate, leading to an ordered phase. At high
temperatures entropic effects dominate, leading to mixing of
PEO and POSS segments. The estimated Flory−Huggins
interaction parameter, based on a reference volume of 0.1 nm3,

at 125 °C is 0.18 using a diblock copolymer phase diagram
developed in ref 23 (see Supporting Information).
The SAXS profiles obtained from a PEO−POSS/LiTFSI

mixture with r = 0.02 are shown in Figure 1c. At 85 °C, I is a
monotonically decaying function of q, qualitatively similar to
the 132 °C data obtained from neat PEO−POSS. We therefore
conclude that the r = 0.02 sample is disordered at this
temperature. Increasing the temperature to 113 °C results in
broad SAXS peaks at q = q* = 0.33 nm−1 and at q = 2q*; see
inset in Figure 1c. The emergence of the higher order peak is
taken to be a signature of the disorder-to-order transition
(there is a hint of a broad peak at q = 3q* in the 113 °C data in
Figure 1c). Disorder-to-order transitions upon heating have

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of PEO−POSS. Scattering intensity of PEO−POSS at selected temperatures, plotted as a function of the
magnitude of the scattering vector, q (b) neat polymer and (c) PEO−POSS/LiTFSI mixture at r = 0.02. Profiles are shifted vertically. Triangles
indicate peaks at q* and 2q* that signify lamellar order.

Figure 2. Scattering intensity of PEO−POSS/LiTFSI mixtures at 132
°C is plotted as a function of the magnitude of the scattering vector, q.
The salt concentration of each profile is indicated on the right.
Profiles are shifted vertically. Triangles indicate peaks due to lamellar
order (q*, 2q*) and diamonds indicate peaks due to cylindrical order
(q*, 3 q*, 2q*). The morphology is indicated by the diagrams in the
center. Figure 3. Morphology of phases on a temperature versus salt

concentration (r) plot: lamellar (L), disordered (D), and hexagonally
packed cylinders (C), which always coexist with lamellae. The top axis
is volume fraction of the EO/LiTFSI-rich phase.
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been reported in several neat diblock copolymer systems.24−30

Increasing the temperature further to 117 °C results in the
appearance of sharp peaks at q = q* = 0.35 nm−1 and at 2q*.
The SAXS profile at 122 °C and above are characteristic of a
well-ordered lamellar phase. The scattering peaks obtained
from the lamellar phase at r = 0.02 are significantly sharper
than those seen in the neat copolymer (compare the 85 °C
scattering profile in Figure 1b with 132 °C scattering profile in
Figure 1c). This observation indicates that the high temper-
ature ordered phase obtained in the salt-containing PEO−
POSS sample exhibits better long-range order than the low
temperature ordered phase in neat PEO−POSS. Whether this
is due to the presence of salt or the annealing of defects at
higher temperature is unclear at this juncture. The primary
scattering peak at 117 °C appears to be a superposition of the
broad peak seen at 113 °C and the sharp peak seen at 122 °C.
The superposition may also be due to the presence of two
coexisting ordered phases with different salt concentrations.31

It is well-known that, if salt interacts exclusively with the
PEO block, one observes stabilization of the ordered
phase.32−38 In contrast, in salt-containing PEO−POSS at
temperatures below 97 °C, the addition of salt stabilizes the

disordered phase. The data in Figure 1 suggests that the salt
molecules interact with both PEO and POSS segments. While
further work is needed to identify the nature of these
interactions, they are strong enough to cause mixing between
chains that are immiscible without salt. At sufficiently high
temperatures, entropic contributions dominate, the relative
importance of specific interactions diminishes, and PEO and
POSS segments form separate domains.
The effect of added salt on the morphology of PEO−POSS

electrolytes is shown in Figure 2 for a range of salt
concentrations at 132 °C. The neat sample is disordered at
this temperature, while all salt containing samples are ordered.
At low salt concentration, r = 0.02, a lamellar phase is obtained.
Increasing the salt concentration to r = 0.08 results in the
emergence of an additional scattering peak at q = 3q* that is
superimposed on the scattering profile of the lamellar phase.
This peak is a signature of a hexagonally packed cylinders
morphology. Increasing salt concentration further to r = 0.30
results in a reentrant lamellar phase. The dependence of
domain spacing on salt concentration and temperature is
shown in the Supporting Information.

Figure 4. (a) SAXS scattering profiles are taken at 94 °C, with scattering peaks indicative of a lamellar morphology indicated by triangles, and 132
°C with scattering peaks denoted by diamonds indicating coexisting cylinders and lamellae. (b) and (c) HAADF-STEM micrographs of RuO4-
stained PEO−POSS electrolytes with r = 0.08. The bright phase represents the RuO4-stained PEO-rich phase. Separate samples were annealed at
selected temperatures and quenched using liquid nitrogen. (b) Sample annealed at 94 °C showing lamellar morphology. (c) Sample annealed at
130 °C showing coexisting hexagonally packed cylinders and lamellae. SAXS and TEM data are consistent with each other.

Figure 5. Electron tomography of PEO−POSS r = 0.08 showing coexisting lamellae and cylinders. Sample was quenched in liquid nitrogen after
annealing at 130 °C and the scans were taken at room temperature. (a) Bright field tomogram where the dark phase represents the stained EO-rich
microphase. (b, c) Boxed regions shown on an expanded scale. Insets show Fourier transforms of the images. (d) 3-D tomogram of (b) showing a
lamellar phase. (e) 3-D tomogram of (c) showing hexagonally packed cylinders.
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Figure 3 summarizes the results of the SAXS experiments,
where the morphologies of PEO−POSS/LiTFSI mixtures are
shown as a function of temperature and salt concentration.
The lamellar (L) phase dominates the phase diagram which
contains isolated pockets of disordered (D) and coexisting
cylinders/lamellae (C/L). This is surprising given ϕEO is 0.77.
Determining the distribution of salt in the two coexisting
microphases is beyond the scope of this study. Using the

assumption that is standard in the field of block copolymer
electrolytes that LiTFSI resides exclusively in the PEO
domains,35,39,40 the estimated volume fraction of the PEO-
rich phase increases with salt addition to ϕEO = 0.86 at r =
0.30. This estimated volume fraction is shown as the secondary
(top) x-axis in Figure 3. The geometry of ordered phases in
conventional block copolymers depends mainly on the volume
fraction of one of the blocks.41,42 Increasing the volume
fraction of the major component is expected to stabilize either
cylinders or spheres, not lamellae.22,43 If this were true in
PEO−POSS, cylinders would emerge at high salt concen-
tration. Clearly, this is not the case. The sample with ϕEO =
0.86 exhibits a lamellar morphology over the entire accessible
temperature window. Cylinders are only seen at high
temperatures in a limited window (0.06 ≤ r ≤ 0.1). We
posit that the specific interactions between salt, PEO, and
POSS that stabilize the disordered phase in the dilute
electrolyte are also responsible for the unexpected stabilization
of the lamellar phase. At high temperatures, the importance of
these interactions diminishes, leading to the formation of the
expected cylinder phase. We note that the Gibbs phase rule
requires coexistence at all phase boundaries in Figure 3. This
suggests the presence of a pure cylinder phase at temperatures
above 132 °C.
Electron microscopy was used to elucidate the nature of the

ordered phases reported in Figure 4. Two samples of the r =
0.08 electrolyte were annealed at 94 and 130 °C and quenched
in liquid nitrogen to “freeze” the morphology at these
temperatures. The resulting micrographs, obtained by high-
angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron
microscopy (HAADF-STEM) are shown in Figure 4b and
Figure 4c where the bright phase represents the RuO4 stained
PEO-rich microphases. The micrograph obtained from the 94
°C sample shows alternating dark and bright stripes
representing the lamellar phase. The micrograph obtained
from the 130 °C sample shows both dark spots arranged on a
hexagonal lattice (Figure 4c, inset), confirming the presence of
POSS-rich cylinders in a PEO-rich matrix, and alternating
POSS-rich and PEO-rich stripes.
To confirm that the stripes seen in Figure 4c correspond to a

lamellar phase as opposed to cylinders lying in the sample
plane, electron tomography of the r = 0.08 electrolyte annealed
at 130 °C was utilized, and the results are shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5a shows a slice of the tomogram where POSS is the
bright phase and PEO is the dark phase. Bright spots arranged
in a hexagonal lattice imply POSS rich-cylinders and
alternating bright and dark stripes indicate lamellae. Figure
5b,c are magnifications of the outlined boxes in Figure 5a that
depict the lamellar and cylindrical morphology, respectively.
Fourier transforms of the real-space images are also provided
to confirm these lattice arrangements. Figure 5d is a 3D
representation of the POSS-rich phase of the tomogram shown
in Figure 5b. It indicates the presence of lamellae. Similarly,
Figure 5e, which is a 3D representation of Figure 5c, shows the
presence of POSS-rich cylinders. Thus, the coexistence of
lamellae and cylinders is confirmed by both SAXS and electron
tomography.
The transport of lithium ions in polymers is facilitated by the

segmental motion which is rapid in soft polymers such as
amorphous PEO.47 The goal of creating block copolymer
electrolytes is to increase the modulus of the electrolyte while
minimizing the decrease in ionic conductivity due to the
presence of nonconducting domains. The ionic conductivity of

Figure 6. Dependence of ionic conductivity on salt concentration and
rheological properties of neat polymers at 90 °C. (a) Ionic
conductivity, σ, is plotted against salt concentration, r, for the block
copolymers PEO−POSS, SEO,44 and homopolymer PEO.45 (b, c)
Storage and loss shear moduli, G′ and G″, plotted against frequency,
ω, for PEO−POSS, SEO,46 and homopolymer PEO.46
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PEO−POSS electrolytes is plotted as a function of salt
concentration at 90 °C in Figure 6a. The electrolytes have a
lamellar morphology at all values of r except r = 0.02, where it
forms a disordered phase. Also shown in Figure 6a is the
conductivity of homopolymer PEO electrolyte with a
molecular weight of 5 kg mol−1 and that of a conventional
polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene oxide) (SEO) electrolyte with
molecular weights of 5 kg mol−1 of both blocks (ϕEO = 0.52).32

We chose this SEO copolymer because it has the same
molecular weight for the conducting block and exhibits a
lamellar morphology.44 Both SEO and PEO−POSS electro-
lytes exhibit lower conductivities than PEO electrolyte, as
expected. However, in the dilute limit, the conductivity of
PEO−POSS electrolytes are much higher than that of SEO, by
factors ranging from 2 to 10.
The rheological properties of PEO−POSS, PEO (20 kg

mol−1), and SEO are shown in Figure 6b,c at 90 °C. (The
modulus of PEO (5 kg mol−1) was below the dynamic range of
our rheological instrument.) We only present data obtained
from the neat polymers due to the hygroscopic nature of the
salt-containing electrolytes. The low frequency storage
modulus (G′) of SEO is about a factor of 10 higher than
PEO, while the loss modulus (G″) is about a factor of 5 higher.
Both G′ and G″ of SEO and PEO decrease rapidly with
decreasing frequency. In contrast, G′ of PEO−POSS is nearly
independent of frequency, while G″ decreases slightly in the
frequency range studied. The G′ of PEO−POSS at low
frequency (ω = 1 rad/s) is a factor of 105 higher than SEO,
while G″ is over a factor of 102 higher than SEO.
In summary, PEO−POSS represents a new platform for

creating self-assembled hybrid electrolytes for lithium batteries.
In the absence of salt, PEO−POSS presents a classical order-
to-disorder transition upon heating. The addition of salt at low
concentration results in a disorder-to-order transition upon
heating. Further increase in salt concentration results in the
stabilization of ordered phases. In conventional block
copolymers, spherical or cylindrical morphologies are expected
when the volume fraction of the major phase is between 0.77
and 0.86. In PEO−POSS, we primarily obtain lamellar phases.
The cylindrical morphology is only stable at high temperatures
and intermediate salt concentrations. The ionic conductivity of
lamellar PEO−POSS electrolytes is higher than that of SEO at
all salt concentrations at 90 °C; at r = 0.10, the conductivity of
PEO−POSS is 50× higher than that of SEO. The low
frequency G′ of PEO−POSS is 5 orders of magnitude higher
than that of SEO. Further work on optimizing the properties of
organic−inorganic hybrid block copolymers for use in all-solid
lithium batteries seems warranted.
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